Abstract: Based on the data of mobile gravity observation from 1998 to 2008 in western Sichuan, spatial dynamic variation results of regional gravity field are obtained. The relationship between the gravity variation features and W enchuan M s8. 0 earthquake is systematically analyzed. The results show: 1 ) Gravity variation is closely related to active fault tectonics, and gravity measurement can better reflect material migration following crustal tectonic activity near active fault. 2) The gravity field appeared a wider range regional gravity variation during W enchuan earthquake occurrence. The dynamic patterns of gravity field demonstrates the evolution process of gravity field: quasi -homogeneous state--non -homogeneous state-earthquake occurrence.
Introduction
Wenchuan Ms8. 0 earthquake on 12 May ,2008 in westem Sichuan is the greatest catastrophic event after Tangshan earthquake in 1976 on Chinese continent, which is also in monitoring area. The western Sichuan is located in western China, which has the most intensive crustal movement , high seismic frequency and the greatest seismic strength. In order to monitor spatial dynamic variation features of gravity field and its relationship with tectonic activity, and catch the earth- From 1986, since using LCR-G high precision gravimeter in the area, three earthquakes happened here: Xi- 
Spatial dynamic variation features of regional gravity field
It is discovered that, the repeated gravity measurements of gravity networks in western Sichuan were carried out during April to May , which is raiuless, to decrease the influence of seasonal variation for measurement data.
We can draw the following conclusions from further study of contour of gravity variation, 1 ) Period division of gravity variation. Figure 2 shows gravity variation is significant in some years , while in some years is not. We call it no significant change period that the change is between ( -30 -+ 101 "E 102"E 103"E 100"E 101 "E 102"E 103"E (k) [2005] [2006] [2007] (1) [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] 
